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Abstract. A Controlled-Language like approach with the integration of expert
knowledge is applied to the pre-editing or post-editing of specialized termi-
nology from international texts processed by the UNL System developed by
Institute of Advanced Studies of United Nations University (UNU) in Tokyo,
Japan. We provide an all-purpose interactive framework focusing on the auto-
matic analysis, ambiguity resolution and editing of German financial terms and
English military terms in respect to the Greek language.
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1 Introduction

The present approach concerns the design of an interactive editor for managing termi-
nology processed bymultilingualMachine Translation Systems,Wordnets or other types
of multilingual Natural Language Processing Systems, including the Universal Natural
Language (UNL) System concerning the use of Universal Words [7, 8, 11].
A Controlled-Language like approach with the integration of expert knowledge is
applied to the pre-editing or post-editing of terminology from international texts, in this
case, texts processed by the UNL System developed by the Institute of Advanced Studies
of United Nations University (UNU) in Tokyo, Japan. Here, we provide an all-purpose
interactive framework focusing on the automatic analysis, ambiguity resolution and
editing of two different cases of specialized terminology and language pairs, in partic-
ular, German financial terms and English military terms in respect to the Greek language.

Most types of problems encountered and classified concern the morpho-syntactic
and the lexical-semantic level of linguistic analysis. Problems related to the latter level
observed are mostly affiliated to inherent ambiguities in the sublanguages of financial
terms and military terms, often related to different domains such as politics, Informa-
tion Technology (IT), the law and the natural sciences. Furthermore, since the UNL
System processes languages as diverse as Chinese, Japanese, Hindi, Russian, Portu-
guese and English, un-aided automatic ambiguity resolution based on morphological
elements such as case or prepositions may be problematic.
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The proposed editing and ambiguity resolution concerns the (1) interactive mor-
phological analysis, especially of compound words and multiword terms, as well as
(2) the signalization of predicted sublanguage types and possible differences in
semantic content presented to the User. It should additionally be noted that the tool
provides the option of registering the statistics of Users choices. The registered choices
of the User are assigned a respective probability, allowing the tool to adapt to the type
of specialized texts processed.

2 Interface Design

Apart from highly specialized contexts, financial terms and military terms occur in texts
intended to non-specialist professionals and/or decision-makers, such as journalists,
politicians and managers. These texts often contain terminology from more than one
specialized domain, often resulting to ambiguities and other complications in transla-
tion or processing due to an overlap in the related fields of specialized terms. The
degree of complexity in processing such text types increases when multilingual texts
and an international public are involved [1]. In this case processing must be charac-
terized by the possibility to manage terminology from multiple domains (1) with
precision and correctness (2), speed and efficiency (3).

To meet the above-presented needs, the proposed design is characterized by three
features, namely (1) processing in blocks, allowing (2) a language-independent and
Controlled –Language like presentation of analysis, ambiguity resolution and identi-
fication of terms with implied or “hidden” components, (3) with a “fast-tack” option
and a “safety-mode” option.

The first feature is the analysis of the incoming text in separate blocks, corre-
sponding to the existing paragraphs, since in these types of texts (financial or military
domain) a different type of information and sublanguage may be predominant in dif-
ferent paragraphs. The type of sublanguage is identified in each block, allowing the
identification of multiple sublanguages and their separate treatment and processing.
Text is analyzed in blocks for identifying the sublanguage which is, subsequently,
linked to the User’s choice to activate the option of “fast-track” or “safety-mode”,
namely a partially interactive or a fully interactive mode.

The “fast-track” or “safety-mode” option constitutes the second feature of the
proposed design. The “fast-track” option is a partially interactive mode to be chosen by
Users with expert knowledge of the predominant sublanguage type identified and/or
whose native language shares many common features with the language of the text
processed, for example, English and Dutch. The “safety-mode” option is a fully
interactive mode to be chosen by Users with a general knowledge but no expertise in
the predominant sublanguage type concerned and/or whose native language shares few
common features with the language of the text concerned, for example Greek, and
Chinese. The “fast-track” option can be activated according to User’s choice, allowing
the adaption of the present interface to various levels of expertise.

As a first step in the interaction, the User inserts the text in the respective field of
the designed editor. The module signalizes the sublanguage type with the largest
percentage of terms, indicating candidate sublanguage types.
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In the second step of the interaction, the User chooses the sublanguage type and
then either activates automatic processes related to the chosen sublanguage or selects
any problematic words constituting specialized terminology. In this case, the module
activates a “stepping stone” or “safety net” mode, similar to strategies employed in
Speech User Interfaces (SUIs) [4].

In the “stepping stone” or “safety net” mode, problematic words are signalized
according to ambiguity type, either in respect to a sublanguage or concerning the
semantic and morphological analysis, especially in the case of compound words or
multiword terms (“Safety Mode” Interactive Analysis –SMI Analysis). In the latter
case, the User choses the appropriate type of analysis presenting relations between
words and respective readings.

The chosen relation between words and respective reading by the “Safety Mode”
Interactive Analysis (SMI Analysis) may be converted in a phrase or sentence that can
be easily processed by the Universal Natural Language (UNL) System or any multi-
lingual Machine Translation or Natural Language Processing System, enabling an
easier processing of different languages and language families. The User can exit the
“stepping stone” or “safety net” mode and return to the automatic processing of the
sublanguage and terminology.

The presentation of the statistics of the Users choices registered by the module,
assisting the interactive process for future use, is an optional step in the interaction.
Thus, the designed editor may be adapted to User behavior and needs and customized
to User requirements [3, 9] (Fig. 1).

3 Signalizing Sublanguage Type

The identification of sublanguage type in each block (Sublang-Type) allows the separate
treatment and processing of multiple sublanguages, as well as sublanguage-related error
prediction and ambiguity resolution. The language-independent SMI Analysis, based on

Fig. 1. “Fast-track” or “Safety-mode” Options in Interaction
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analytical forms employed in Controlled –Languages, includes the identification of
“hidden” compound ormultiword termswith the signalization of the chosen sublanguage.
“Hidden” compound or multiword terms can be subjected to interactive analytical pro-
cessing, if requested by the User. Thus, ambiguities may be resolved, both across su-
blanguages and within the same sublanguage. For selected sets of words, including
multiword terms, a list of candidate sublanguages is signalized with the respective tag.
This is of special importance in specialized terminology appearing in texts such as
political and journalistic texts. The User decides the type of sublanguage activated, if
multiple sublanguages are concerned.

In particular, the signalization of the sublanguage type helps resolve ambiguities,
for instance, in the case of terms such as “unit”, which corresponds to different con-
cepts in the sublanguages of Finance-Economy, Computer Science – IT and the Mil-
itary. Different domains corresponding to different sublanguages are already indicated
in the structure of the Universal Words within the UNL framework [7, 8], as well as in
systems such as OWL [5] or in other applications and language resources. Especially in
languages highly productive in compound words, such as German, sublanguage type
signalization helps identify and separate fixed expressions and specialist terminology
from other types of compound words and multiword expressions (such as “ad hoc”
compounds in German [2]), the latter often requiring a morphological analysis for the
convenience of international Users.

Furthermore, the signalization of the sublanguage type helps identify the iden-
tification of “hidden” compound/ multiword terms. For example, in the case of the
multiword term “Unions-Wirtschaftsfluegel” in German (retrieved from financial
texts), the implied or “hidden” component is the word “Partei” – “political party”,
the word “Union” corresponding to different semantics according to sublanguage
and context. The multiword term “Unions-Wirtschaftsfluegel” (literally “business
wing of the Union party”) requires expert knowledge for further processing and/or
translation in the target language. Another example is the military term “patrol”,
where the “hidden” component is the word “unit”, as a part of the compound term
“patrol unit”. In addition, the term “patrol (unit)” is differentiated from the verb
“(to) patrol [10].

The identification of a chosen sublanguage type allows the automatic processing of
a specific sublanguage to be activated, if applicable. If a sublanguage is chosen and
activated, the module may function as a “stepping stone” or “safety net” [4], if
problematic cases are encountered. If ambiguities occur within the same sublanguage,
differences in semantic content and possible readings are presented to the User. This is
the most usual case with compound words and multiword terms.

4 Morphological Analysis and the UNL Framework

Morphological analysis of compound words or multiword terms, including “hidden”
compound or multiword terms (SMI Analysis) takes place in the “safety-mode” option
of the interaction. The proposed editor is activated with the identification of words
constituting specialized terminology identified by the User.
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In order to ensure a simplified form of an independent analysis across languages
and language families, the presented analyses are neither identical nor similar to but
compatible with the presentations of logical relations with the Universal Word –UNL
framework [7, 8, 11]. Compound words or multiword terms are analyzed according to
the parameters of the natural language concerned. For example, in German compound
terms, and multiword terms, the component constituting the “head” of the term [6] is
identified and a set of possible relations between the components is shown, with the
indication of the most probable reading. This feature is of special importance in cases
where neologisms are concerned or in very productive languages such as German,
where there is a continuous formation of new (“ad hoc”) compound words.

The types of analyses depend on the types of natural languages concerned. In the
case of German, multiword compound words are identifiable, as most components
occur as a single string, in some cases separated by a dash. By applying morphological
parameters, the head of German compound words and multiword terminology is
identified to the right [6]. We note that English and Greek expressions constituting
multiword terms do not occur as a single string and are not always easily identified,
even by human editors or translators (Fig. 2).

Alternative analyses are presented in the interface, depending on what components
in the multiword terms are chosen to have a closer relation each other. Presented SMI
analyses are a simplified form of logical relations between components, for example,
“BELONGS-TO”, and “OBJECT-OF-ACTION”. Furthermore, as in analytical forms
of Controlled –Languages [10], multiword terms can be converted into sentences.

The statistics of Users choices for the possible analyses presented are registered and
assigned a respective probability, as a stated above (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. SMI Analysis of German Financial Terms
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5 Conclusions and Further Research

Un-aided automatic ambiguity resolution may be problematic for Systems processing
diverse languages and language families, especially when remarkable differences in
fundamental elements expressing logical relations and grammatical information are
concerned. The designed module combines automatic and interactive processing,
integrating expert knowledge and Controlled-Language practices, allowing the User to
proceed with fast-track editing of the texts with specialized terminology or to activate a
“stepping stone” or “safety mode”, as applied in SUI Systems. A full implementation
allowing a contrastive evaluation in regard to both languages and sublanguages con-
cerned is targeted to contribute to the further development of the approach and interface
designed. Further research includes an extension and enrichment of the existing
identified tag types and the improvement and fine-tuning of the interactive SMI
Analysis.
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